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ELEGANT
All ceramic products of Elegant collection are distinguished by complex design of round-shaped bowls

Sensuous design
Magnificent elements of Elegant collection are
associated with romance, luxury and exquisite taste.
The muted luxury is imbued with pageantry and
gracefulness.
Diversity and elegance of ceramic products make the
interior design exclusive and airy-light. Each interior

element accentuates the luxury and grandeur of the
acrylic bath with its soft shape and ravishing
sophistication.
The acrylic bath design quality and aesthetics
harmonize with comfort and flexibility in application.
Stability of shape, smooth, plain and nonskid surface
are ensured by application of 6-8 mm thick acryl. The
product is easy-care and maintains its original
appearance throughout the service life.
Eye-catching glass mirror in a carved frame
accentuates an excellent taste and blends seamlessly
into an elegant classic interior. The frame itself creates
a bright accent and lends singularity to the product
shape. One of the high-tech solutions is the special
coating which prevents the mirror misting.

quick and easy care of the bowl surface. The German
quality, reliability and durability are confirmed by 10
years warranty.

The squat toilet, wall-hung and wall-standing toilets
are equipped with EasyRelease height adjustable seat
which can be removed in a split second providing
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ACRYLIC BATH
Perfect balance between luxury, high-end design and pure pleasure

SUPPLY

Inimitable charm of the French style is embodied in the acrylic bath where each bend
creates supreme comfort and forms some kind of private restful space separated from
external bustle.
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Vendor code

: 12200010

Size

: 1800 x 1050 x 590 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12200030

Standard supply package includes: bath; mounting frame; chromed overflow protection
device, drain kit and water trap to connect. Left-side and right-side versions are
provided.
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BATH FAUCET
Each faucet element combines attractive aesthetics, high-quality materials and extreme usefulness

The bath faucet creates a remarkable atmosphere combining chic and suppressed
grandeur. In combination with pure white acrylic bath of the given collection, it fits
admirably into the interior design and creates stylistic finish of the whole design
ensemble.

Vendor code

: 12200030

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: bath 12200010

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: bath faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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SQUAT TOILET
Really comfortable toilet. Round shape of the model, the seat completely following the fluency of the bowl
lines and exquisite softness of each bend provide supreme comfort in use

SUPPLY

Lavinia Boho Elegant squat toilet design is based on the French exquisiteness and
elegance. This model with its handy shape and roundness of lines brings unparalleled
charm and fascination into the interior decoration and blends seamlessly into all kinds of
bathroom interior.
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Vendor code

: 3303001P

Size

: 660 x 370 x 800 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33030080; bidet 33030040

Standard supply package includes: toilet tank; Geberit drain system (Switzerland); toilet
bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with soft-close cover and chromed metal
hinges; fixing set for the floor mounting; decorative caps.
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WALL-HUNG TOILET
As far back as in the ancient world this shape was a symbol of perfection, and now it is embodied in the wallhung ceramic model

SUPPLY

Lavinia Boho Elegant wall-hung toilet – a bright combination of innovative shape with the
highest environmental standards. The German designers have successfully brought to
life their novel ideas. This laconic model will find use in any room layout.
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Vendor code

: 33030020

Size

: 520 x 370 x 345 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33030080; bidet 33030050

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with
soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; fixing set for the wall mounting; decorative
caps.
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WALL-STANDING TOILET
Modern and gorgeous wall-mounted model elevates a sense of space in a bathroom

SUPPLY

The name of this collection is quite symbolic. Lavinia Boho Elegant wall-standing toilet is
a perfect solution for devotees of sophisticated and elegant bathroom interior style. This
model fits admirably into a simple and quiet interior design. The tank is concealed in the
wall and the bowl is the only visible structural part what provides absolute freedom of
space design ideas.
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Vendor code

: 33030030

Size

: 540 x 370 x 400 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33030080; bidet 33030040

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with
soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; fixing set for the floor mounting; decorative
caps.
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MIRROR
The mirror reflecting your style…

SUPPLY

Exquisite mirror in a carved frame is an integral part of interior decoration. The model in a
restrained style is presented with due elegance and serves as a perfect complement to
any interior design.
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Vendor code

: 12200020

Size

: 460 х 87 х 920 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Standard supply package includes: mirror; built-in touch-activated diodes and switch;
fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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